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Popular 1" MODEL

STATICmaster®

This popular STATICMASTER has proven invaluable to thousands of 35mm fans throughout the world. The smaller brush size makes cleaning of miniature transparencies, negatives, and slide mounts easy. It is also extremely useful in cleaning lenses with small diameter optics.

$4.95

Model 1 S 50

Also available with extra powerful polonium element. Specify Model 1 S 200

$7.45

STATICmaster RECORD BRUSH

The dry method for cleaning high fidelity phonograph records. STATICMASTER Record Brushes have a more powerful Polonium element than the photographic models. Easy to use while record is turning.

$14.95

Model 3 R 500

STATICMASTERS are manufactured by NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO. 10173 EAST RUSH ST., EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA

AUTHORIZED STATICMASTER DEALER

CLEAN TRANSPARENCIES

CLEAN NEGATIVES

MODERN TOOLS FOR REMOVING STATIC ELECTRICITY

THE POLONIUM STRIP DOES THE TRICK!

FEB 20 1959

 Printed in U.S.A.
STATICMASTERS clean surfaces of dust, lint, or any substance held to a surface by static attraction. One brushing action removes the attracted particles and destroys the static electricity. The powerful ionizer Polonium, which is built in the ferrule of the brush, is an alpha emitter and immediately neutralizes any surface in close proximity. Freed of static charge, the tiniest particles of foreign matter are brushed away with the jaguar hair bristles. Once neutralized, surfaces will not reabsorb dust and lint until recharged by rubbing or handling.

In photography, STATICMASTERS clean negatives, color transparencies, slide mounts, film holders, enlargers, printers, and optics. It saves time and money, for it reduces negative opaquing, print spotting, and re-working.

Lithographers and photo-engravers find STATICMASTERS useful in their photographic work. Optical lens, prism, and mirror manufacturers find this new tool indispensable. Instrument manufacturers use STATICMASTERS during assembly operations. Chemical labs use STATICMASTERS to remove dry chemicals that cling to balance pans and watch glasses because of static. Watch manufacturers and plastic fabricators employ STATICMASTERS in assembly work. Other users of STATICMASTERS are physics laboratories, research laboratories, and manufacturers in many categories who have static electricity problems.

STATICMASTERS are dated like film and carry an Unconditional Guarantee for one year, although effective life of the Polonium strip is up to two years.

STATICmaster
3" MODEL

$9.95

Atomic Energy supplies the power to neutralize static.

A FEW OF THE SUGGESTED USES OF STATICMASTER

For cleaning negatives before making lithographic plates
For cleaning color transparencies before mounting
For cleaning balance pans or watch glasses
For cleaning lenses and optical instruments

Model 3 T 125

The POLONIUM Strip does the trick

For industrial work specify Model 3 T 500 which is equipped with extra powerful 500 microcurie polonium element $14.95